
Prices effective for orders placed and shipped by June 27, 2013 or until supplies run out*.

ABS APRIL SAVINGS  SPECIAL
ANGUS Retail 50 unit 100 unit
29AN1697 IMPRESSION $25 $22 $18
29AN1750 CHINOOK $22 $18 $17
29AN1751 BRILLIANCE $25 $21 $20
29AN1757 PROGRAM $20 $16 $15
29AN1779 FRONTMAN $25 $18 $16
29AN1783 ABSOLUTE $25 $20 $18
29AN1789 FINAL PRODUCT $25 $20 $18
29AN1790 SPECIAL FOCUS $22 $18 $17
29AN1792 ADDED VALUE $20 $16 $15
29AN1827 RITO 6EM3 $22 $18 $16
29AN1828 2U66 $22 $18 $17
237AN2102 HOOVER DAM $26 $22 $20
RED ANGUS

29AR0183 ABOVE & BEYOND $17 $15 $14
29AR0232 JACKHAMMER $20 $17 $16
29AR0243 BOXED BEEF $22 $18 $17
29AR0247 ULTIMATE $22 $18 $16
CHAROLAIS

29CH0209 WHITE GOLD $20 $17 $16
HEREFORD

29HH0835 HARLAND $20 $17 $16
29HH0838 DOMINO 3027 $25 $18 $17
29HH0839 GO ABE $25 $16 $15
29HP0906 RIB EYE $25 $18 $16
29HP0913 R294 $20 $17 $16
29HP0914 THOR $25 $18 $17
SIMMENTAL

29SM0390 SURE BET $22 $18 $17
29SM0391 RANCH HAND $20 $17 $16
29SM0404 GLS COMBINATION $22 $18 $17
29SM0407 DUAL FOCUS $20 $17 $16
29SM0419 BREAK FREE $20 $17 $16
29SM0427 SHARPER IMAGE $22 $18 $17

PROVEN & PROMISING SPECIAL
ANGUS Retail 30 unit 50 unit 100 unit
29AN1523 NEW DESIGN 878 $18 $16 $14 $13
29AN1556 LEAD ON $20 $18 $15 $14
29AN1589 FORESIGHT $20 $18 $16 $15
29AN1642 IMAGE MAKER $22 $20 $18 $16
29AN1644 EXTRA K205 $20 $17 $15 $14
29AN1679 NEW DESIGN 458N $22 $20 $18 $16
29AN1688 RITO REVENUE $22 $20 $18 $16
29AN1704 EFFICIENT $20 $18 $16 $15
29AN1712 HIGHER STANDARD $18 $16 $14 $13
29AN1785 PLAINSMAN $18 $16 $14 $12
29AN1799 BLUESTEM $25 $22 $20 $18
29AN1807 UPSHOT $30 Removed short supply

29AN1808 DESTINATION 630 $20 $18 $16 $15
29AN1809 MONUMENT $20 $18 $15 $12
29AN1815 SAFEGUARD $22 $20 $18 $16
29AN1821 COUNSELOR $20 $18 $16 $15
29AN1829 BROKEN BOW $22 $20 $18 $16
29AN1845 NEW ERA $30 $24 $22 $20
29AN1856 UP RIVER $20 $18 $17 $15Prices effective for orders placed and shipped by April 29th 2013 or until supplies run out.

Short supply bulls may be removed from the special early. Mix and match any bulls listed to get the 
volume prices. Cannot be used in conjunction with normal volume discounts.

Prices effective for orders placed and shipped by April 29, 2013 or until supplies run out*.

“We’ve tried other programs 
in the past, but when you find 
what works you stick to it. 
With AI, I basically bred out 
all the difficulties. I wanted 
uniformity, but I’ve improved 
udder quality and structure in 
the herd. I also have a tighter 
calving season and with AI to 
calving ease sires, I can calve 
without having to watch; and 
less labor is always great.

“When I AI on that day in July, 
I’m accomplishing more than 
I am on any one given day 
throughout the rest of the 
entire year. When the cows 
leave that barn, six out of 
every 10 of them are pregnant 
and I know that next year, they 
will give birth to some of the 
industry’s best calves.” 

Mark Fulton, Fulton Ranch, SD

Joel Koch,  
Koch & Sons Farms Inc., SD
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CONTACT YOUR LOCAL ABS REPRESENTATIVE OR CALL  

1.800.ABS.STUD


